
 

 

Mek adds new Distributor in India 

 

Mek (Marantz Electronics), a leading provider of Automatic 

Optical Inspection solutions, has recently expanded its 

global distribution and service network with the addition of 

Indian company, ACD Renaissance LLP. 

The Pune based enterprise has taken over sales and service 

for Mek’s Automated Optical Inspection (AOI) and Solder Paste Inspection (SPI) systems in 

India.  

Electronics manufacturing in India is going through a period of rapid growth with more and 

more global players announcing plans to manufacture there, as well as many new, local 

companies starting in the electronics arena.  

ACD Renaissance was founded in 2017 and is an end to end solutions provider for PCB 

assembly processes, SMT equipment, Through hole assembly equipment, sales and service 

support. At their core is a desire to share their knowledge and experience with customers by 

supporting process optimization and yield improvements. 

“Mek is excited to expand its presence in the region by working with ACD Renaissance. They 

are well respected by customers and have demonstrated ability to grow markets for 

electronics manufacturing equipment,” said Henk Biemans, CEO of Mek.  

“We are very excited to be working with Mek.” stated Manohar Singh of ACD Renaissance. 

“India is certainly one of the most important markets for the Electronics manufacturing/ 

Semicon / APAS sectors and we see huge potential in the country from markets such as 

EMS, Automotive, Electric Vehicles, Consumer Electronics, Medical, Telecoms and Defence 

& Aerospace. Mek’s AOI and SPI equipment is an important addition to our current product 

range.” 

https://marantz-electronics.com/
https://acd-renaissance.com/
https://acd-renaissance.com/


 

www.marantz-electronics.com 

 

About Mek (Marantz Electronics Ltd)  

A former division of Marantz well known for its high quality Audio/Video products, Mek Japan (Marantz 

Electronics Kabushiki Kaisha), developed its first AOI system in 1994. Developed to inspect PCB assemblies for 

correct component placement and soldering, the company’s original AOI system was designed for use in Marantz 

factories. Proving to be a highly successful, cost-effective alternative to traditional human inspection, Mek 

developed its first generation commercial system in 1996. With a steadily growing installed base, MEK Japan and 

its European/American headquarters, Mek, have sold over 8000 units worldwide to date. Well established as a 

leading force in AOI technologies and 5D post-print SPI systems, the company now also manufactures Conformal 

Coating Inspection systems drawing on the proven technology. 
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